
Relative lauses - Basis
�Relative lauses are NP modi�ers involving extration of anargument or an adjunt� (XTAG manual)(38) a. the dog [whih ate the ake℄ (wh-relatives)b. the export exhibition [Muriel planned℄ (wh-less relatives). [Whati Sandy loves i ℄ is Kim. (free wh-relatives)d. the girl [reading the magazine℄ (gerunds ???)(39) Somebodyi lives nearby [who has a CD-burner℄i . (extraposition)
⇒ internal vs. external syntax

XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 47Relative lauses - XTAG-analysis (1) - Wh/that-relatives(40) a. The dogi [thati ate the ake℄ (subjet extration)b. The personi [whoi I talked to i ℄. (preposition stranding)internal syntax: same as wh-extrationexternal syntax: adjuntion at a NP-node
βN0nx0Vnx1: βN1nx0VPnx1:NPNP* SNP SNP VP

ǫ V⋄ NP
NPNP* SNP SNP VPV⋄ PPP⋄ NP

ǫsubjet extration preposition strandingXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 48

Relative lauses - XTAG-analysis (2) - Wh-less relatives(41) a. the export exhibition [Muriel planned/is planning℄b. the export exhibition [(being) planned by Muriel℄internal syntax: same as wh-extration, but missing wh-pronounexternal syntax: adjuntion at a NP-node
βN1nx0Vnx1: βN1nx1Vbynx0:NPNP* SNP S

ǫ NP VPV⋄ NP
ǫ

NPNP* SNP S
ǫ NP VP

ǫ V⋄ PPP NPbymissing wh-objet missing wh-subjet in passiveXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 49Relative lauses - XTAG-analysis (3) - Free wh-relativesAlso known as Pseudolefts !(42) [Whati Sandy loves i ℄ is Kimi .internal syntax: same as wh-less relative lauseexternal syntax: adjuntion at a wh-pronounNPwhat NPNP* SNP S
ǫ NP VPV⋄ NP

ǫ

⇒ XTAG overs only free wh-relatives in objet position!XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 50



Extraposed relative lauses(43) a. Somebodyi lives nearby [whoi has a CD-burner℄.b. Karl hat mir [von der Kopie [einer Fälshung [eines Bildes [einerFrau i ℄℄℄℄ erzählt, [die shon lange tot ist℄i .internal syntax: same as wh-extrationexternal syntax: no adjuntion at a NP-node, but to the right peripheryof the sentene TAG-analysis ???�movement� anaphora aountKroh,Joshi(1987) Kiss(2005) for HPSGmultiomponent TAGXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 51Extration - Summary
Topialization and wh-extration obtain a uniform analysis.Aount for unbounded dependeny via extended domain ofloality + fatoring of reursionIsland onstraints an be modelled rather naturally (wrt. TAG).Relative lauses are realized as auxiliary trees. Their internalstruture is analysed as ordinary wh-extration.
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The inner struture of NPs NP?the olorless green ideas about languageD A A N PPthe left side ⇐⇒ the right side1 The left side of nounsDeterminersAdjetives2 The right side of nounsPP-omplements/-adjunts of nounsRelative lausesXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 53The left side of nouns - Determiners'Determiners' labels a rather heterogenous set of items:artiles (the, a)demonstratives (this, that)genitives (my, Bill's, that man's)quanti�ers (all, some, every, most, many)Determiners an be staked:(44) all these many ideas
⇒ The pattern of determiner staking is very omplex!XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 54



The left side of nouns - Determiners - XTAG-analysisXTAG uses βDnx for all determiners:
βDnx:NPD⋄ NP*XTAG uses a set of 9 features to handle determiner staking:de�nite:= {+,−} marks de�nite determiners (the, this, that, . . . )quant:= {+,−} marks quanti�ers and non-de�nite artiles (a, all,some, every, . . . )plus: ard(inality), gen(itive), wh, dereas(ing), onst(any),ompl(ement), and arg

⇒ We only onsider de�nite and quan in what follows.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 55The left side of nouns - Determiners - XTAG-example
⇒ The feature strutures are onsiderably simpli�ed!
E

NPˆ ˜24agr 1de�nite +quan 2 35D NP*24agr 1 ˆpers 3˜de�nite -quan 2 - 35
ˆ ˜the NPˆ ˜24agr 1de�nite 2quan +35 ED NP*24agr 1 ˆ3sing +˜de�nite 2 -quan - 35

ˆ ˜an|a
NPˆ ˜2664agr »pers 33sing +–de�nite -quan - 3775Nidea
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The left side of nouns - AdjetivesXTAG assumes that adjetives an appear in any order:(45) a. the olorless green ideasb. the green olorless ideasIn XTAG, adjetive trees adjoin to N, where no speial feature isrequired:
βAn:NA⋄ N*XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 57The right side of nouns - PP-omplements/adjuntsXTAG assumes that PP-omplements/adjunts an appear in anyorder.(46) a. the ideas about language from Germanyb. the ideas from Germany about languageIn XTAG, PP-omplements/adjunts adjoin to NP, and no speialfeature is required:

βnxPnx:NPNP* PPP⋄ NPXTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 58



The inner struture of NPs - Putting the piees togetherNPD NP*the
NPNP* PPP NPabout NPlanguageNA N*olorless NA N*green NPNideas

⇒ The order of adjuntion of determiners and PPs is not �xed!XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 59Gerund NPsNPs made from gerunds basially fall into two groups:1 The gerund verb is treated like a regular noun.2 The gerund verb and its omplements/adjunts preserve a sententialstruture, but are treated as regular NP.Determiner gerunds (aka derived nominalizations):(47) a. [The proving of the theorem℄ sueeds.b. *[The proving the theorem℄ sueeds.NP gerunds (aka sentential gerunds):(48) a. [Proving the theorem℄ sueeds.b. [John proving the theorem℄ sueeds.. *[The Proving the theorem℄ sueeds.XTAG-Analyses of Syntati Phenomena 60

Gerund NPs - XTAG-analysis of NP gerunds
αGnx0Vnx1-PRO: αGnx0Vnx1:NPNP VPPRO V⋄ NP NPNP VPV⋄ NP
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